
Increase point-of-service collections.

Verify eligibility, confirm demographics, and 
accurately estimate patient responsibility after 
insurance, so your registrars can collect payment 
prior to service and set expectations about out-of-
pocket expenses.

Accelerate business office collections.

With daily aggregations of revenue data on AR days, 
denials, and DNFB coding delays, you can expose AR 
bottlenecks and optimize collections workflow.

Target priority accounts.

Maximize business office productivity with models 
that determine active follow-up opportunities and 
where to focus staff attention for collections.

Reduce business office denials.

Analyze your highest-impact denials and evaluate 
them by physician, coder, procedure, payer, and 
more. By linking denial trends to their origins, you can 
resolve errors and oversights to prevent future payer 
rejections and denial write-offs.

Limit clinical and coding denials.

Denials come from all phases of the revenue lifecycle. 
With insights into denials created by incomplete or 
inaccurate coding and documentation, you can create 
initiatives to drive change.

 
Improve coding and 
documentation specificity.

Generating claims that fully reflect the acuity of 
services is the first step in ensuring you are paid 
accurately. You can use your data to measure coding 
performance and identify CC/MCC capture rates that 
fall above or below benchmarks.

Educate physicians and coders.

Identify which physicians and coders require 
education regarding documentation specificity 
for services rendered. Prioritize coding and 
documentation education for only the relevant areas, 
departments, and specialties.

Monitor audit risk and reduce take-backs.

Improving your financial health isn’t about finding 
maximum revenue. It’s about finding accurate 
revenue. By proactively identifying compliance risk 
areas, you can avoid revenue take-backs and track 
the audit appeal process.

Reduce the cost to collect 
for patient responsibilities.

Today, fewer uninsured patients are entering 
the doors of the hospital. But their copays and 
deductibles can be high. By identifying each patient’s 
propensity and ability to pay, you can improve 
collections and reduce the cost to collect.

Manage payers.

Use payer scorecards to understand payment trends 
for various payers and understand how payers 
compare to each other across several efficiency and 
yield metrics. Understanding payer and member 
behavior is useful insight to help guide managed care 
contract negotiations.

Steps to Improving 
Revenue Management
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West Tennessee Healthcare
realized a $34.9 million reduction in 
accounts receivables in four months.“ ”

MedeAnalytics has become an integral part of our 
financial reporting and analytical processes. We 
continue to find new and innovative ways to analyze 
our data. I wouldn’t want to manage accounts 
receivable without MedeAnalytics.

Brookwood Baptist Health
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For more information about our solutions, visit

www.medeanalytics.com.

Our primary objective is to receive the right 
amount of reimbursement at the right time 
with no fear of penalty or payback.

Trevor Snow
VP of Health Information Management 
Ardent Health Services
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